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Summary
Over the years an increasing attention has been devoted to ergonomic anal-
yses even from the early stage of the design process. Ergonomic and human
factor evaluations often require building a physical mock-up in order to
provide an assessment of discomfort and ease of use. This process, using
traditional methods, is very time demanding, especially when the design
has to be modified and revalidated. Digital mock-up instead, enables manu-
facturers to design digital prototypes of a product in full details, simulating
its functions and predicting interaction among its different components.
In order to take advantage of digital simulation to conduct ergonomic
assessments digital substitutes of human beings (also called digital humans),
able to interact with the digital mock-up in simulation environment, are
required. Since these digital humans are required to simulate human beings
in digital environments their resulting movements must be as human-like as
possible. Although these digital human simulation tools are now advanced
enough to correctly predict human-product and human-process interaction,
even before a physical prototype is constructed, the animation process is still
very time demanding, mainly because it still relies on key frame techniques.
Moreover, the accuracy of the resulting simulations are strongly related
to the experience of the operator. The aim of this thesis has been to de-
velop an algorithm capable of speeding up the animation process of digital
humans. An algorithm capable of conducting biomechanical analyses has
been developed as well.
Chapter 1 provides a general introduction underlining the need to use
digital human simulation tools from the early stage of the design process.
The main applications of digital technologies in industrial world are pre-
sented as well.
Chapter 2 provides an overview of the the main digital human simulation
tools currently available, highlighting their advantages and disadvantages.
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Chapter 3 describes the mathematical theory underlying the developed
HuPOSE model. Both the kinematic and the biomechanical model are pre-
sented. The main contribution is the formulation of the inverse kinematic
problem in terms of a single CLIK algorithm, using an Augmented Jacobian
matrix. This approach suggested also the possibility of computing the static
torques at the joints of a digital human by means of kineto-static duality.
The computation of the static torques allowed to conduct a biomechanical
analysis, in reference to a load-lifting task, very easily.
Chapter 4 discusses several possible application for the developed Hu-
POSE model. Simulation in virtual environment have been conducted using
Matlab–Simulink in order to show the ease of motion planning for a human
figure. The implemented whole-body motion control technique takes into
account the position of the centre of pressure of the digital human. This
technique allows to achieve quite natural movements in spite of the limited
number of task related control points considered. A biomechanical analisys
is presented as well, whose results are results are in good agreement with
literature data.
Chapter 5 contains the main results achieved, remarks and proposals for
future development
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Over the years, manufacturing companies have taken the “man adaptabil-
ity” as a basic parameter of quality for their products and manufacturing
processes. This trend has led to review the design approach, giving to the
end-users’ needs, wants, and limitations an extensive consideration. Thus,
an increasing attention is devoted to ergonomics and human factors evalu-
ations even from the early stages of design process [2, 3, 4]. This approach
is known as user-centred design (UCD) [5]
Ergonomic and human factor evaluations often require building a physi-
cal mock-up in order to provide an assessment of discomfort and ease of use.
This is a very time demanding process, especially when the design has to
be modified and revalidated. Digital mock-up provided by computer-aided
engineering applications, instead, enables manufacturers to design a digital
prototype of a product in full details, simulating its functions and predicting
interaction among its different components (Figure 1.1). The production of
physical prototypes, than, is deferred to the final stages of the design pro-
cess [6].
In order to take advantage of digital simulation to conduct ergonomic
assessments (computer-aided ergonomics) digital substitutes of human be-
ings, able to interact with the digital mock-up, in simulation environment
are required.
Indeed, the availability of such digital human simulation tools, beside
digital mock-up, allows to evaluate human-product and human-process in-
teraction even before the physical prototype is available. Figure 1.2 shows an
example of ergonomics assessments concerning vehicle interior design (reach,
visibility and comfort).
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Figure 1.1: Assembly simulation of a bogie using a digital mock-up in
virtual reality.
Figure 1.2: Vehicle interior design using Jack
TM
digital human simulation
tool.
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Figure 1.3: Accessibility and maintainability assessments using
Jack
TM
digital human simulation tool
Digital mock-ups, together with digital human models, are increasingly
used in order to reduce the development time and cost, as well as to facilitate
the prediction of performance and/or safety [7]. Digital humans have also
been implemented in product lifecycle management (PLM) software in order
to improving product development and controlling process of product design
and analysis, e.g. digital human simulation tool JACK
TM
is a part of a
SIEMENS PLM product solution package.
The ergonomic design methodology relying on digital human models
makes the iterative process of design evaluation, diagnosis and revision more
rapid and economical [8], increasing the quality by minimizing the redun-
dant changes and improving safety of products by eliminating ergonomics
related problems. For example, Jack
TM
human simulation solution was used
to evaluate ergonomics and worker safety in installing a new satellite digi-
tal antenna radio system at Ford Motor Co.. This analysis occurred at the
product design review stage. This allowed reduce the late design modifica-
tion efforts and helped assess performance and ergonomics based problems
prior to prototyping [9].
These digital humans, provided by many process simulation software, are
essentially kinematic chains consisting of several segments and joints (Fig-
ure 1.4). The lengths of their segments, as well as their mass distribution,
are derived from anthropometric databases, e.g. [10, 11, 12, 13], which can
4 Chapter 1. Introduction
Figure 1.4: Skeleton of Jack
TM
digital human.
be queried with respect to different percentiles in the population.
Commonly, two human model generation methods are implemented in
digital human simulation systems: percentile and custom-built.The first
method enables the user to generate percentile human models for different
genders and age groups using anthropometric database. The latter method,
on the other hand, enables the user to create “tailor-sized” human mod-
els, specifying a set of anthropometric dimensions. The missing values of
anthropometric dimensions are estimated by means of regression equations
incorporated in the simulation system. For example, the boundary manikin
methods [14, 15, 16]and distributed methods [17, 18] belong to the custom-
built method of digital human models generation because the body segment
sizes of each selected representative case should be manually specified in a
digital human model simulation system.
The great deal of research conducted over the years, in order to meet the
ever-growing demand for such simulation tools has given birth to the DHM,
which led to the development of several software tools [19, 20, 21], whose
main goal has been to reproduce as closely as possible the human behaviour
in simulation environments.
In order to provide a realistic human simulation, digital humans must
behave like human beings not only in terms of anthropometry but also in
terms of motion. Namely, once a simulation of a planned task is conducted,
the resulting movements of the digital humanoid must be as human-like
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as possible. This latter issue is still a key factor in modern digital human
simulation tools. In fact, even though virtual prototyping and DHM software
tools are advanced enough to correctly predict human-product and human-
process interaction, digital human simulation, and consequently the so-called
“process simulation”, often becomes a very time-consuming task, mainly
because of the difficulty in controlling and generating the whole-body motion
for digital human figures.
Indeed, this process is still tied to key-frame1-based animation tech-
niques [22] which makes the generation of motion of a complex kinematic
chain, such as a human figure, very time demanding2. In addition, the ac-
curacy of the resulting simulations are strongly related to the experience of
the operator. Even though these software tools implement inverse kinemat-
ics (IK) algorithms, they generally manage only a limited number of links
at time.
Providing simulation tools capable of generating human-like movements
has an immediate and objective reason. In fact, as it will be exposed in
Chapter 3.2, the results provided by ergonomics and biomechanical assess-
ments are referred to the specific posture taken by the operator (e.g. load-
lifting, comfort). Thus, predicting an incorrect posture will affect the results
of the analyses. Briefly, an incorrect posture prediction leads to incorrect
biomechanical and ergonomic analyses results. Furthermore, the need to
provide movements as close as possible to those of human beings is inherent
in the concept of simulation itself.
The developed HuPOSE 3 algorithm aims at filling the existing gap,
providing a tool capable of considerably speed-up the posturing of human
figures. Indeed, the algorithm enables to generating human-like postures for
human figures4 by means of limited number of task-related control points.
1Key-frame is an animation technique which consists of assigning, once defined the
start and the point of the animation, a posture to the digital human for each frame. In
between frames are interpolated in order to obtain the whole animation. It is worth to
highlight that the posture for each frame is generally assigned “by hand”, namely using
forward kinematics (FK) techniques. In such a way the operator controls each joint of the
kinematic chain in order to achieve the posture for the humanoid
2The animation process may take hours, or even days, of work.
3Human-like posture generation and biomechanical analysis for human figures.
4Sometimes the terms digital humanoids (or simply humanoid), as well as virtual
manikins are used instead of human figures. Although each term is related, generally,
to a specific field of application, in this context they are all referred to the kinematic
structure of a human figure.
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This goal has been achieved implementing a whole-body posture control,
based on the position of the centre of mass (CoM). The formulation of the
HuPOSE algorithm relies on the typical serial robot modelling techniques.
The kinematic algorithm has been formulated in terms of a single closed-
loop inverse kinematics (CLIK) algorithm relying on an Augmented Jacobian
matrix. All the reference motion imposed to the control points, including
the CoM, are considered as primary task. Such a formulation enables the
operator to achieve the motion planning focusing only on the task-related
control points, while the algorithm autonomously generate the whole-body
posture.
The digital humanoid proposed in this paper is deliberately simpler than
others; in fact it has just 39 degree of freedom (DoF)s, because the idea is
to build a model which is simple to control while providing good results
in terms of simulation. The proposed algorithm, in spite of the simplicity
of the kinematic structure of the digital humanoid, allows performing quite
complex tasks by forcing physical constraints and some optimization criteria.
In this thesis, particular attention has been paid to the biomechanics of
lifting [23], as it is among the main causes of injuries. In fact, it has been
estimated that low-back pain is common in the general population: lifetime
prevalence has been estimated at nearly 70% for industrialized countries.
Studies of workers’ compensation data have suggested that low-back pain
represents a significant portion of morbidity in working populations [24, 25].
Load-lifting activity can be defined as moving or bringing something
from a lower level to a higher one, or vice versa. The concept encompasses
stresses resulting from work done in transferring objects from one plane to
another, as well as forceful movements. Movement of objects in other ways,
such as pulling, pushing, or other efforts are included as well. Some criteria
include in the definition the number of lifts per day or average amount of
weight lifted.
A great deal of research has been conducted in order to provide informa-
tion regarding the relationship between low-back disorder and load-lifting
activity, providing guidelines to prevent low-back injuries [26]. For instance,
the case-control study [27] examined the relationship between back pain
and occupational exposures in auto assembly workers, while the prospective
study [28] considered the back complaints in 411 employees of four electron-
ics manufacturing plants. Furthermore, studies [29, 30, 31] have demon-
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strated that back disorder rates vary substantially by industry, occupation,
and by job within given industries or facilities.
Biomechanical analysis plays a key role in determining the limits for
the load handling activity. In order to avoid muscle fatigue in the lumbar
extensor (erector spinae) muscle group Tichauer [32] proposed to use the
load moment about the lumbosacral disc L5/S1 as the basis for setting the
limit for lifting and carrying loads of various sizes.
The HuPOSE model is suitable for static biomechanical assessments. In
fact the static biomechanical analysis require to compute the static torque
at the joints of a human figure. The formulation of the IK algorithm in
terms of a single CLIK, using a single Augmented Jacobian matrix, suggests
the possibility of computing such torques by means of kineto-static duality
(KSD). A biomechanical analysis has been conducted using the HuPOSE
algorithm, in reference to the cantilever low back model of lifting proposed
in [1], in order to compute the effort acting on lumbosacral diss L5/S1. The
results are in good agreement with literature data.
The ever growing availability of computer-aided engineering tools has
made possible to speed-up the whole design process. In fact it is possible to
build digital mock-ups capable of simulating complex system in full details,
so that the construction of a physical prototype is required only at the latest
stages of the design process. On the other hand, computer-aided ergonomic
tools enable to correctly simulate human beings in digital environment. The
possibility to correctly predict human-product and human-process interac-
tion by means of these computer-aided tools, suggests the possibility to train
an operator, in order to perform a certain task, within a digital simulation
environment. Such a computer-assisted training environment will enable
the operator to be trained even before a physical mock-up is available, even
relying on virtual reality (VR) technologies (virtual training).
Since HuPOSE is capable of predicting the correct posture for a human
figure, as well as evaluate it from a biomechanical point of view, in reference
to a planned task, it is also possible to train the operator in order to perform
such a task taking the correct posture.
The industrial world has been increasingly adopting computer-aided so-
lutions in order to design for maintainability and maintenance training tasks,
aiming at reducing development costs and to shorten time, improving prod-
uct and service quality. In fact, when technical systems are not optimized for
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future maintenance operations, even simple replacement intervention may
be very time consuming, increasing the costs. For these reasons, maintain-
ability is considered an added value and a competitive factor [33]. Although
the design for maintainability [34] has a positive effect on the operational
costs that the user will face using the system, it may increase the purchase
price. However, the overall life cycle cost [35] will be certainly lower.
Computer-based training systems created to simulate machine assembly
maintenance are normally operated by means of ordinary human-computer
interfaces (keyboard, mouse, etc), but this usually results in systems that are
far from the real procedures, and therefore not effective in terms of train-
ing. A better solution may come from the combination of virtual reality
techniques and haptic interaction. Carrying out simulations of maintenance
activities within a virtual environment gives to a person the ability to di-
rectly interact with 3D virtual models for maintenance purposes. Engineers
can employ it to evaluate aspects of human-centric design for maintainabil-
ity (accessibility, reachability, tool usability, part mount/dismount ability).
With respect to well-established techniques based on digital humanoids, the
first-person approach offers a more direct, intuitive control over the interac-
tion activity, thus speeding up the maintenance checks, along with the op-
portunity to find out better design solutions from the maintainability point
of view. Furthermore, maintenance operators (mechanics, technicians) can
be trained within a highly interactive, realistic virtual reality simulator, thus
combining advantages of a safe training environment with the value of the
“learning by doing”.
ViRstperson[36] is a virtual reality software system developed at the
Italian Center for Aerospace Research (CIRA) - Virtual Reality Laboratory
for carrying out digital maintenance simulations based on a first-person ap-
proach. It is aimed at supporting engineering and technical activities such
as design-time maintenance procedure validation and maintenance training.
Techniques employed for improving the realism of the interactive experi-
ence include advanced lighting and shadowing to improve the user’s spatial
awareness within the virtual environment and a complete dynamics sim-
ulation facility which rules the interaction of all bodies within the envi-
ronment, including sensor-attached anthropomorphic parts (e.g. a digital
glove) [37, 38, 39, 40].
Training is one of the most rapidly expanding areas of application of VR
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technologies, with virtual training being developed in industry, commerce,
the military, medical and other areas of education and in a variety of types
of rehabilitation. Virtual reality systems represent a powerful tool for train-
ing humans to perform tasks which are otherwise expensive or dangerous to
duplicate in the real world. The idea is to provide a digital simulation envi-
ronment in which an operator can be trained to perform a task by directly
interacting with the digital environment, using appropriate devices, even be-
fore a physical system is available. For example, flight simulators have been
used for decades to train pilots for both commercial and military aviation.
These systems have advanced to a point that they are integral to both the
design and the operation of modern aircraft. VR systems are also making
headway into training for manned space operations. In 1993, NASA used an
immersive virtual environment to train flight team members for a Hubble
Space Telescope repair mission [41]. They concluded the virtual training
system had a beneficial effect on crew performance during flight operations.
The U.S. military is aggressively pursuing networked virtual environments
for the distributed simulation of integrated combat operations [42]. This
technology will allow diverse land, sea, and air elements to train together in
complex scenarios involving both real and autonomous agents. The military
is also interested in VR systems for maintenance training. The National
Guard is investigating a virtual training system for maintenance and trou-
ble shooting tasks on the M1A1 Abrams tank, the M2A2 Bradley fighting
vehicle, and the TOW II missile system[43].
All of the above examples of virtual reality training make extensive use
of advanced computer graphics. Some of them incorporate audio feedback
as well. None provide force cues to the user. When the task to be performed
involves the manual manipulation of objects, the need for haptic feedback
becomes evident.
In order to increase the level of realism during the execution of man-
ual tasks in VR, the senses of touch and kinesthesia must be addressed.
Force feedback is beginning to find its way into virtual reality training
systems. In Clover et. al. [44] a PUMA 560 robot was used to simulate
the control column forces of a Boeing 777 aircraft. NASA has also taken
steps to add haptic information to their virtual reality simulators [45]. The
Charlotte
TM
manipulator was used to replicate the feel of massive payloads
handled by EVA crew members [46]. Some of the most exciting applications
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of force feedback are found in surgical simulations. Much of this research has
focused on training for minimally invasive procedures [47, 48, 49]. In [50]
is presented a VR-based system for industrial training, in [51] is exposed
how a fully immersive VR visualization suite, called Cybersphere, can be
used in conjunction with a collaborative product suite to achieve a training
environment for manufacturing industries. In [52] a mixed reality system
for simulating gas metal arc welding is presented, aimed at training human
welders The system is comprised of a real welding torch attached to a force
feedback device, a head-mounted display, a 6 DoFs tracking system for both
the torch and the user’s head, and external audio speakers. The simula-
tion runs in real-time, using a neural network to determine the quality and
shape of the created weld based on the orientation and speed of the welding
torch [53, 54, 55]. The welding process and resulting weld bead are dis-
played in a virtual environment. In [56] a low-cost VR desktop application
(V-REALISM ) for maintenance training of a centrifugal pump system is
proposed.
Compared with traditional training approaches, these computer-assisted
training systems allow trainees to properly operate new equipments before
they are actually installed or available. Perceptual cues and multi-modal
feedback (e.g., visual, auditory, and haptic) provided to trainees enable
these training systems to more effectively transfer virtual training to real
world operation skills. Furthermore, such systems can provide higher de-
gree of freedom for operation and the results of improper operation can be
simulated without incurring the associated costs in terms of human injury
and equipment repair.
To have better structure and easier implementation, a virtual training
system can be modelled as an integrated system consisting of a training task-
planning module. instruction module, a simulation module, a performance
evaluation model, and an interface module [50].
In all cases such training rests upon the assumption that what is learned
in the virtual environment transfers to the equivalent real world task. The
issue of determining how well the training in a virtual environment transfer
to a manual task in the real world is a fundamental issue common to many
virtual training systems.
In [57] an experiment is proposed in order to investigate the benefits
of force feedback for virtual reality training for a fairly elementary manual
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task of construction a LEGO
TM
biplane model. A virtual mock-up of biplane
assembly, incorporating both visual and haptic feedback, provides the train-
ing platform. Results show that training with haptic feedback provides a
significant performance benefit.
Recently, there has been also much interest in using virtual environments
in the training of people with learning disabilities [58, 59, 60], in rehabilita-
tion following brain damage caused by traumatic brain injury [61, 62, 63],
stroke [64, 65] and neurodegenerative diseases [66].
In this thesis attention has been focused on load-lifting task training. A
computer-assisted training session has been conducted. The basic idea is to
provide a simulation environment in which an operator can be trained to
perform a planned task taking the correct posture which will be given to
the trainee as visual feedback.
Although the HuPOSE algorithm described in this thesis, has been ini-
tially conceived for DHM applications, developing efficient algorithms aimed
at controlling a high-articulated chain, such as a human figures, it has im-
plications in the fields of humanoid robotics as well. In fact the increasing
attention of the robotics community towards humanoid robotics [67, 68, 69]
is not simply related to the ancestral ambition of building something that
looks like a human, but has also an immediate and objective reason. In
particular, it arises from the apparently obvious fact that for all actions
performed daily by humans, the objects that they manipulate and the envi-
ronment where they live have been built or structured “on a human scale”.
For instance, all the objects that we manipulate have been conceived based
on the shape of our hands.
If we really want to build machines effectively able to cooperate with
human beings, we need to design robots that not only can move through
environments designed for humans, but can also handle objects particularly
suited to our physical structure and our behaviour. For instance, bipedal
robots could potentially move in the same space where people work, such as
an industrial plant with stairs and handrails specifically designed for human
use. In this way, these robots could cooperate with humans and even collab-
orate with one another using already working ordinary tools or machinery.
Further considerations can be made even under the aspect of human-robot
and robot-robot communication channels [70]; for instance humanoid robots
could even be used in the therapy of some forms of mental disorders [71]. It
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is therefore necessary to develop efficient models that enable us to accurately
control the motion of humanoid robots. On the other hand, it is also neces-
sary to develop simulation tools to study robots behaviour in unstructured
environments, considering the safety issues arising from the interaction with
humans.
Chapter 2
State of the art
Nowadays, a great deal of product design, prototyping, and manufacturing
activities rely on the capability of digital human modelling and simulation
tools, as they enable the designers to reduce the number of iterations re-
quired in order to refine a product/process.These tools are largely used in
several industrial activities. For instance, they are suitable for conducting er-
gonomic assessments in vehicle interior design process activity (Figure 2.1).
Indeed vehicle’s occupant comfort and safety is nowadays recognized by car
manufacturing industry as a key factor to achieve economic success. These
are, in fact, the major areas in which manufacturers can distinguish them
selves from the competition. This is demonstrated by the emphasis on er-
gonomics, comfort and safety in today’s car brochures, as well as by the
increasing attention car magazines devote to ergonomics and safety in test
reports.
To ensure adequate comfort and safety levels, it is essential that manu-
facturers systematically address ergonomics and safety throughout the car
design process. Since today a major part of that design process is digital,
an accurate representation of the occupant in the digital world is necessary
in order to study occupant comfort and safety in 3D CAD. However, human
beings come in many shapes and sizes, have many different preferences and
can adopt many different postures.
In the field of production process, DHM allows to simulating the hu-
man presence in the factory floor during the whole production process (Fig-
ure 2.2).
The advantages offered by digital human models over traditional er-
gonomics methods, such as guidelines, tables, two-dimensional templates or
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Figure 2.1: Ergonomic evaluation of vehicle interior with JAck
TM
digital
human model.
Figure 2.2: Simulation of industrial activity in digital simulation environ-
ment.
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user clinics, can be summarized as [72]:
• time-related advantages: detailed evaluation of designs with user
questionnaires, clinics or mock-ups can take weeks or even months.
Digital human models, instead, enable designers to conduct user and
task simulation using only CAD data. Otherwise, designers must often
wait for a mock-up to conduct ergonomic studies and, consequently,
this may cause delays to the design process, or, more likely, the design
process continues without the benefit of timely ergonomics input;
• cost-related advantages: in addition to being time-consuming, the
production of mock-ups is an expensive process. The cost of a digital
human model software can be less than the costs of making one full size
mock-up. Furthermore, digital human models enable ergonomics input
to be provided much earlier in the design process, reducing the like-
lihood of expensive or unfeasible modifications being necessary later
on;
• accuracy-related advantages: 3D digital human models offer far
more accuracy than guidelines, two-dimensional templates or numeri-
cal tables. The human body is highly complex and a large variety of
combinations and correlations between body dimensions exists. Three-
dimensional human models are able to reflect this complexity.
2.1 Digital human models for industrial applica-
tion.
This section provides a brief overview of the the most common digital human
simulation tools currently used in industry
2.1.1 Tecnomatix
TM
Jack
TM
Jack
TM
human simulation system was developed at the Center for Human
Modeling and Simulation at the University of Pennsylvania in the 1980s &
1990s. It was initially conceived as an ergonomic assessment and virtual
human prototyping system for NASA space shuttle development. Later, it
also gathered funding from the U.S. Navy and U.S. Army for dismounted
soldier simulation, from the U.S. Air Force for maintenance simulation. The
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software is currently sold as an ergonomic human simulation tool-kit called
Tecnomatix
TM
Jack
TM
by Siemens. The research and development underly-
ing Jack system have led to such standards as H-anim1 [73, 74] The dig-
ital human model Jack
TM
is based on body dimension measurements taken
from the Anthropometric Survey of U.S. Army Personnel [13], it consists
of 69 segments, 68 joints, a 17-segment spine, 16-segment hands, coupled
shoulder/clavicle joints and 135 DoFs. Figure 1.4 shows the skeleton of
Jack
TM
digital human. It is also possible to impose joint limits to the hu-
manoid’s kinematic model derived from NASA studies [13].
The software allows to create various types of humans, choosing from a
menu the following predefined human figures:
• Large, medium and small humans, as defined by SAE measurements–
based on SAE recommended human physical dimensions (SAE J833).
• Short and tall man and woman-human figure extremes based on the
anthropometric data reported in [13].
• Large, medium and small Japanese humans - based on recognized
Japanese body size database.
• High resolution man and woman - detailed representations of 50th
percentile males and females, as defined by [13]
It is also possible to animate the humanoid using both key-frame and IK
methods. Yet, the latter method does not allow to achieve a stable whole
body motion of the humanoid, as it manage a limited number of link at
time. The software allows to conduct ergonomic analysis by means of Task
Analysis and Occupant Packaging Toolkits.
2.1.2 HUMOSIM
An algorithmic framework, consisting of an interconnected, hierarchical set
of posture and motion modules that control aspects of human behaviour,
such as gaze or upper-extremity motion, was developed at the Human Mo-
tion Simulation (HUMOSIM) laboratory at the University of Michigan in
1Humanoid Animation (H-Anim) is an approved ISO standard, developed in the late
’90s, for humanoid modelling and animation in representing humanoids in X3D/VRML. It
provides specifications for defining interchangeable human figures so that those characters
can be used across a variety of 3D games and simulation environments.
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order to provide a different approach to the control of human figure models
and the analysis of simulated tasks [75]. Analysis modules, addressing is-
sues such as shoulder stress and balance, are integrated into the framework.
The main feature of the framework is a comprehensive system for motion
simulation and ergonomic analysis specifically designed to be independent
of any particular human modelling system. The modules are developed as
lightweight algorithms based on closed-form equations and simple numeri-
cal methods that can be communicated in written form and implemented
in any computer language. The modules are independent of any particular
figure model structure, requiring only basic forward-kinematics control and
public-domain numerical algorithms. Key aspects of the module algorithms
are “behaviour-based”, meaning that the large amount of redundancy in
the human kinematic linkage is resolved using empirical models based on
laboratory data. The implementation of the HUMOSIM framework in hu-
man figure models allows to simulate human interactions with products and
workspaces using high-level, task-based control.
2.1.3 Delmia SAFEWORKR© Pro
TM
- Human Modeling
SAFEWORKR© implements a digital humanoid made of 104 anthropometric
ariables, 99 segments and 149 DoFs. It also has fully articulated spine and
hand models as well as joints with coupled range of motion. It’s multivari-
ate algorithm for anthropometry allows the user to create accurate virtual
humans from almost anywhere around the world. The boundary mannequin
approach implemented in SAFEWORKR© allows a better accommodation of
targeted population. Its further features include: Postural Analysis, Er-
gonomic Analysis, Force and Comfort Assessment, Task Module, Clothing
Module, Animation Module, Collision Detection, Vision, Library concept,
direct and inverse kinematics. SAFEWORKR© is capable of evaluate many
elements of human performance, from static posture analysis through to
complex task activities. It implements a range of tools and methods that
specifically analyse how a digital humanoid will interact with objects in the
virtual environment. The NIOSH [76, 77] and Snook and Ciriello equa-
tions [78] measure the effects of lifting/lowering, pushing/pulling and carry-
ing in order to fully optimize task performance. After inputting an initial
and final task posture, a designer can determine a number of task vari-
ables such as Action Limit, Recommended Weight Limit, and Maximum
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Lifting/Lowering Weight. It integrates a vision module, derived from the
NASA 3000 guidelines, containing a vision behaviour model to imitate the
realistic movement of the human vision so that “the operator can see what
the digital humanoid sees”. Four types of vision simulation are provided:
binocular, ambinocular, monocular left and monocular right (stereoscopic
viewing with depth perception is available in the VR module). The Postural
Analysis module allows users to analyse several aspects of human posture.
Whole body and localized postures can be examined, scored and iterated to
determine operator comfort and performance in accordance with any estab-
lished comfort database.
2.1.4 RAMSIS
TM
RAMSIS
TM
(Rechnergestu¨tztes Anthropmetrisches Mathematisches System zur
Insassensimulation)2 is a computer-aided ergonomics and occupant packag-
ing tool developed by German car industry. Its goal was to overcome the
limitations of two-dimensional human templates, as well as to provide meth-
ods for predicting driver postures and comfort. The core of RAMSIS is a
three-dimensional human model capable of simulating vehicle’s occupants
with a large variety of body dimensions. Since it was conceived with spe-
cific reference to car industry, extensive research was conducted on driver
postures and comfort, which resulted in a probability-based posture predic-
tion model. No manipulation of the digital humanoid is required, so that
fast, realistic and consistent analysis results are possible. RAMSIS offers a
number of other analysis tools, e.g. for vision, reach, force and seat belt
studies.
Over the years, new research projects have been conducted in order
increase RAMSIS’ functions, such as a force-based posture and comfort
prediction model, seat belt certification, compatibility with full body laser
scanners, simulation of seat-occupant interaction and simulation of vehicle
ingress and egress.
The primary function of RAMSIS is to provide designers with an accurate
representation of vehicle’s occupants, both in terms of anthropometry and
posture, so that they can ensure proper accommodation of these occupants
from the early stage of the design process. A focus for further development
2Translated as computer-aided anthropometrical mathematical system for occupant sim-
ulation
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of RAMSIS will be on cognitive ergonomics. Indeed, in today’s vehicles,
a large amount of information is presented to the driver. An increasing
number of devices (e.g. board computers, navigation systems, car phones)
and of operating elements all require the driver’s attention. At the same
time, the influx of information from outside the vehicle increases too, due to
intensified traffic, more complex road situations and an many traffic signals.
The way in which all this information are managed is of great importance
in order to achieve driver comfort and safety.
2.1.5 SANTOS
TM
The virtual human Santos
TM
was developed by the Virtual Soldier Research
(VSR) Program at The University of Iowa. The early virtual human environ-
ment was called Mira
TM
. This 15-DoFs upper-body model with posture and
motion prediction was funded by John Deere Inc. and US Army TACOM
Automotive Research Center. In 2003 US Army TACOM began funding
VSR to develop a new generation of virtual humans called Santos composed
of 109 DoFs, which was to be another generation of Mira
TM
. Later on,
Caterpillar Inc., Honda R&D North Americas, Natick Soldier System Cen-
ter, and USCAR (GM, Ford, and Chrysler) joined the VSR partnership.
The objective was to develop a new generation of digital humans compris-
ing realistic human models including anatomy, biomechanics, physiology,
and intelligence in real time, and to test digital mockups of products and
systems before they are built, thus reducing the significant costs and time
associated with making prototypes. The philosophy is based on optimiza-
tion approach for empowering these digital humans to perform, un-aided, in
a physics-based world. The research thrusts include the following areas: pre-
dictive dynamics, modelling of cloth, hand model, intuitive interface, motion
capture, muscle and physiology modelling, posture and motion prediction,
spine modelling, real-time simulation and VR. Currently, the capabilities
of Santos include whole-body posture prediction, inverse kinematics, reach
envelope analysis, workspace zone differentiation, muscle force and stress
analysis, muscle fatigue prediction, simulation of walking and running, dy-
namic motion prediction, physiologic assessment, a user-friendly interface, a
hand model and grasping capability, clothing modelling, thermo discomfort
assessment, muscle wrapping and sliding, whole-body vibration analysis,
and collision avoidance.
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Chapter 3
Modelling
This chapter addresses the development of both kinematic and biomechan-
ical models underlying the HuPOSE algorithm. The kinematic model, de-
scribed in Section 3.1, is based on the idea of controlling the posture of a
highly redundant kinematic structure, such as a human figure, by means
of a limited number of task-related control points which can move on its
structure. This goal has been achieved using the serial robots modelling
techniques [79]. Indeed, the IK problem is formulated in terms of a single
CLIK algorithm by means of an Augmented Jacobian matrix presented in
Section 3.1.3.
In the section 3.2 the biomechanical model is presented. In order to
carry on biomechanical analyses of human figures it is necessary to compute
the static torques at their joints, hence the idea arose of taking advantage
of the KSD. Namely, these static torques are computed using the transpose
of the Augmented Aacobian matrix, which has been previously determined
to compute the IK problem for the whole human figure.
3.1 Kinematic modelling
Considering a serial manipulator and its FK equation, changing the value
of its DH parameters results in the kinematics equations of another manip-
ulator, whose end-effector is located before the real one: that is equivalent
to move the control point of the kinematic structure. If the DH values are
described in a symbolic form, they are such to identify an arbitrary point
as a virtual end-effector (VEE) [80] of a smaller manipulator considered for
the control. An arbitrary number of such control points can be considered.
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Figure 3.1: Hierarchical model of a human figure.
It is then possible to consider these control points as fixed or moving [81].
Related to a human figure, different kinematic chains will be considered.
In addition, during the carrying of a certain task, the postures taken by
humanoids largely depend on balancing and mechanics issues, that are only
partially related to the considered task. This implies the need for an addi-
tional whole-body posture control.
For this purpose, the goal has been to develop an IK algorithm that
allows concentrating only on a limited number of task-related control points,
without the need of specifying the DoFs of the whole kinematic chain for
the posture control. The position of the CoM of the human figure has been
taken into account: it is calculated on-line and always kept consistent with
the balancing issues of the mechanical structure, by identifying the time-
varying CoM as an additional moving control point. It is worth noticing that
the relevant control points can be also selected automatically depending on
the task and the environment, giving a very powerful tool for simulation.
3.1.1 Hierarchical model of digital humanoid
Firstly, in order to take advantage of the systematic approach typical of
serial robots, the human figure has been modelled as the combination of
four kinematic chains, which share the same starting point, located at the
hip, called root.
The resulting model is the hierarchical structure showed in Figure 3.1.
Starting from this graph, it is possible to build up the DH model of the
whole human figure (figure 3.2).
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Figure 3.2: DH model of a human figure.
In particular, a FK equation can be defined for each control point, with
respect to the root reference frame. One or more control points on the pro-
vided chains can be selected, by considering the proper set of DH parameters
that specify such points. The position and orientation of the root node with
respect to the reference frame is specified by introducing 6 virtual joints (see
Section 3.1.2). Thus, the considered kinematic structure has 39 DoFs in all.
This kind of modelling has the advantage of simplicity, but generally it
may cause a physical consistency problem, since some links (including the
virtual ones) are shared among different kinematic chains. For instance the
“back” of the virtual humanoid is shared between its right and left arms.
This issue and its solution will be discussed in Section 3.1.5.
3.1.2 Virtual joints
In this section the issue of determining the position and orientation of a
human figure with respect to an inertial frame is addressed. For industrial
robots identifying such a frame is intuitive, because they have a fixed base.
A human figure, instead, is bound to the ground by a one-way constraint,
that is the current support plane, for instance one foot.
However, this reference periodically changes during the walk, thus we
apparently cannot identify a fixed base starting from which the DH method
can be applied (Figure 3.3).
Moreover, the presence of multiple end-effectors (e.g. two hands and
two feet) implies the need to describe the position and orientation of sev-
eral frames, differently from industrial robots, in which the kinematic chain
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Figure 3.4: Virtual joints approach.
has only one end-effector. This problem has been overcome using the vir-
tual joints approach [82]. Namely, a human figure has been conceived as
connected to the ground plane through a virtual manipulator consisting of
three prismatic and three revolute joints, which characterize its position and
orientation. The attaching point has been called root (Figure 3.4).
With this approach the humanoid can be considered as a multi legged
kinematic chain. Namely, the hands and the feet (and even any other con-
trol point) are simply end-effectors that can be controlled with velocity
references. In other words, the posture of the human figure is completely
specified by the following joint-variable vector:
q =
[
qTr q1 q2 . . . qn
]T
where qr =
[
por
T φor
T
]T
identifies the root frame. Moreover, virtual
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joints technique makes unnecessary the management of closed kinematic
chains (e.g. during the phase of double support). Indeed, this condition
becomes merely equivalent, from a kinematic point of view, to impose a null
velocity reference to the feet.
3.1.3 Augmented Jacobian
Each chain has its own FK function, therefore a Jacobian matrix can be
computed for a generic control point of the structure. Generally, considering
n control points we can define the following set of equations:
v1 = J1q˙
v2 = J2q˙
... (3.1)
vn = Jnq˙
where the generic element Ji is the Jacobian matrix related to a specific
control point i. It is understood that, if the generic joint variable qj does
not affect vi, it is (Ji)j = 0. This set of equations can be summarized as
v = JAUq˙ (3.2)
where JAU is the so-called Augmented Jacobian. On one hand, this ap-
proach allows to solve the inverse kinematic problem with only one CLIK
algorithm [70, 83]. On the other hand, the trajectories defined for the con-
trol points will be all treated as primary tasks, unlike other solution methods
do, such as null-space based approaches[84, 85].
In particular, in order to define the structure of JAU, the vector q˙ must
be properly sorted. Since the human figures is composed by four kinematic
chains, we can write four different vectors of unknowns:
q˙1 =
[
q˙Tr q˙
T
rl
]T
right leg
q˙2 =
[
q˙Tr q˙
T
ll
]T
left leg
q˙3 =
[
q˙Tr q˙
T
b q˙
T
ra
]T
right arm
q˙4 =
[
q˙Tr q˙
T
b q˙
T
la
]T
left arm
where q˙r are the velocities of the virtual joints that are shared among four
kinematic chains. These vectors can be summarized in only one vector of
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unknowns
q˙ =
[
q˙Tr q˙
T
rl q˙
T
ll q˙
T
b q˙
T
ra q˙
T
la
]T
= [ q˙1 q˙2 . . . q˙39 ]
T
(3.3)
With this choice, the Augmented Jacobian takes on the following form
JAU =

Jr Jrl 0 0 0 0
Jr 0 Jll 0 0 0
Jr 0 0 Jb Jra 0
Jr 0 0 Jb 0 Jla
 (3.4)
The matrix JAU, with the proposed humanoid model, has 39 columns, while
the number of its rows depends on the number of control points considered
(in this case 4).
3.1.4 Center-of-Mass Jacobian
Unlike industrial manipulators and, more generally, non-ambulatory robots,
humanoids must concern about their balance while performing any task.
If this does not happen, obviously, the humanoid would lean over and fall.
Moreover, humanoids are inherently hyper-redundant, having a much higher
number of joints than traditional industrial robots. Consequently, there
are many postures that achieve the same position for its body terminals,
corresponding to control points. Also, taking into account the balancing
issues allows the humanoid to attain more natural posture, similar to those
of human beings.
For this, the VEEs technique[80] has been implemented also with respect
to the CoM of the digital humanoid, which becomes a further control point
for the kinematic chain. In particular, the trajectory of the CoM can be
defined in such a way that its vertical projection on the current support
plane (namely, the centre of pressure (CoP)) belongs to the stability polygon
formed by the feet (Figure 3.5). It is worth noticing that the constraint about
the CoP will be treated as a primary task, as well as the other tasks.
The basic idea is to obtain a differential relationship like
vG = JGq˙ (3.5)
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Figure 3.5: Center of Pressure and support plane.
where JG is a 3 × n matrix, called Center-of-Mass Jacobian. Then, Equa-
tion (3.5) will be inserted in Equation (3.1) as a further control point. For
this purpose, we can define the CoM of a kinematic chain composed of n
links as
pG =
∑n
i=1mi pGi∑n
i=1mi
=
1
m
n∑
i=1
mi pGi (3.6)
Equation (3.6) can be derived with respect to time
vG =
1
m
n∑
i=1
mi vGi (3.7)
Since the CoM of each link can be considered as a VEE, it is always
possible to write the differential relationship
vGi = JGi q˙
where
JGi =
 γx,1 . . . γx,i 0 . . . 0γy,1 . . . γy,i 0 . . . 0
γz,1 . . . γz,i 0 . . . 0
 . (3.8)
Indeed, if the vector q˙ has been properly sorted, vGi can be affected at most
by the first i links of the chain. Now, Equation ( 3.7) can be written as
vG =
1
m
(
n∑
i=1
mi JGi
)
q˙ (3.9)
By comparing Equations (3.5) and (3.9), we can finally assume
JG =
1
m
n∑
i=1
miJGi (3.10)
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Given JG, the CoM’s velocity vG becomes a further control point for the
kinematic chain. Thus, we can insert the kinematic relation (3.5) in the
equations set (3.1). As a result, we will have an Augmented Jacobian matrix
with two more rows, that are related to the components of vG projected on
the current support plane. As mentioned above, the implemented inversion
algorithm assures that a constraint on CoM velocity becomes a high-priority
task to be achieved, without using null-space projection.
Finally, as it will be shown in Section 3.2, it is worth emphasizing that
the formulation of the kinematic problem in terms of a single Augmented
Jacobian matrix JAU suggests also the possibility to use the KSD [83] to
compute the joint torques due to forces applied to kinematic structure of
the humanoid. In particular, the definition of the CoM jacobian JG suggests
the possibility to use the KSD to compute the balancing torques due to the
weight of the kinematic structure of the humanoid robot.
3.1.5 Conflicting tasks
As mentioned above, some tracts of the humanoid structure are shared
among apparently different kinematics chains. For instance, the right and
left arms of the humanoid share a common tract, namely the back and the
virtual links. But, if actually the left and right arms were modelled as inde-
pendent chains, they could perform different or even conflicting tasks. For
this, IK algorithms for multi-legged robots generally provide two different
solutions for the left and right arm. In particular, for the back it will be
q˙bl 6= q˙br (3.11)
where q˙br and q˙bl are different solutions obtained considering the back be-
longing respectively to the right and to the left arm. However, this issue is
commonly solved with the following choice for the joint velocity vector of
the back:
q˙b =
1
2
(q˙bl + q˙br) (3.12)
This guarantees a physical consistent solution, but in general none of the
conflicting tasks will be actually achieved. A further criterion has been
developed in order to manage the occurrence of conflicting task which, as
far as it is known, it is not available in literature. The proposed solution
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takes into account the manipulability of each kinematic chain. Namely,
each solution is weighted with the reciprocal of its manipulability measure
(Equation 3.13). This weighted average of different IK solutions, in this case
q˙br and q˙bl, is such that as the manipulability of a chain decreases, e.g. mbr
the related solution q˙br becomes predominant. It is worth to emphasize that
the proposed approach include the Equation 3.12 when mbl = mbr.
q˙b =
1
mbl
q˙bl +
1
mbr
q˙br
1
mbl
+ 1mbr
=
mbrq˙bl +mblq˙br
mbr +mbl
(3.13)
The CLIK algorithm based on the Augmented Jacobian cleverly resolves
also this issue. Indeed, the vector of solution q˙ has been sorted in such a
way that its elements appear just once, thus the inversion algorithm provides
only one solution that is consistent with all the physical constraints. On the
other hand, the main problem related to the application of the Augmented
Jacobian method is the matrix inversion, due to its dimensions (JAU has 39
columns) and consequently to the detection of its singularities.
3.2 Biomechanical modelling
The formulation of the IK problem in terms of a single CLIK algorithm,
using a single Augmented Jacobian matrix, suggests also the possibility
to compute the static torques at joints of a human figure, due to forces
applied at any points of the kinematic structure, by means of KSD [83]. The
main feature of HuPOSE model is its suitability to implement multiple-point
kinematic control for a human figure using a single CLIK algorithm [79],
(something like the serial robots), through the Augmented jacobian matrix
JAU. Thus, if a generalized vector of forces fi is applied at a generic point
pi of the kinematic structure, the related torque joints τi will be:
τi = J
T
i fi (3.14)
whereJi is its Jacobian matrix. The cantilever low-back biomechanical model
of lifting illustrated in [1], showed in Figure 3.6(a), has been considered as
reference, while Figure 3.6(b) shows the same model applied to the HuPOSE
human figure.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.6: Cantilever low-back biomechanical model as proposed by Chaf-
fin et al. [1] (a) applied to HuPOSE human figure (b).
3.2.1 Validation of the biomechanical model
The dynamic biomechanical model of load-lifting described in [1] showed
that the moment at the hip can become quite large, especially when the load
is lifted far from the body. In order to avoid muscle fatigue in the lumbar
extensor (erector spinae) muscle group, Tichauer [32] proposed to use the
load moment about the lumbosacral disc L5/S1 as the basis for setting the
limit for lifting and carrying loads of various sizes. From a biomechanical
point of view, the fact that large moments are created at lumbar spine when
heavy loads are lifted raises the question on the nature of the internal forces
necessary to stabilize the spine while incurring such load moments.
A simple static model of the lumbar spine during the load-lifting was
proposed by Morris et al. [86], in which it was assumed that two kind of in-
ternal forces are involved in order to balance the external load moment. One
is produced by the extensor erector spinae muscles, which exert their action
at an average distance E form the lumbosacral disc L5/S1 of approximately
5cm posterior to the centre of rotation in the spinal discs; the second, due to
the abdominal pressure, acts on the diaphragm [87]. This model showed also
that, while the load is lifted, a large compression force raises in the spinal
column that acts to compress the discs. The existence of this compression
was also confirmed experimentally. In-vivo measurements in [88], and later
in [89, 90], were conducted in order to determine experimentally its amount.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.7: Planar static analysis using the cantilever low-back biomechan-
ical model as proposed by Chaffin et al. [1] (a) conducted using HuPOSE
human figure (b).
A simple static analysis proposed in [1], which does not take into account
the abdominal pressure, can be conducted first by identifying the relevant
forces involved, showed in Figure 3.7(a), where pl is the load due to the lifted
weight, pb is the weight of the whole human figure, pub is the weight of the
body part located above the L5/S1 level, r is the reaction of the plan, fm is
the force produced by the erector spinae muscles, fc and fs are, respectively,
the compression and the shear force acting on the lumbosacral disc L5/S1.
In particular pl, pb, pub and r are external forces while fm fc and fs are
internal forces. The analysis of the forces acting on the L5/S1 disc begins
with the computation of the moments. If
∑
i
mi (3.15)
is the sum of the external moments about the L5/S1 disc due to the load
lifted and to the weight of the humanoid, applying the equilibrium of mo-
ments, an internal moment τL5/S1 at L5/S1 level must arise, such that
τL5/S1 =
∑
i
mi (3.16)
The torque τL5/S1 is due to the force fm and can be computed as
fmE = τL5/S1 (3.17)
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Posture:
(cm) h = 30 b = 20 E = 6.5
(◦) T = 60 K = 120 Θ = 110
Loads: (N) pbw = −350 pl = −450
Table 3.1: Posture and loads used for the load-lifting analysis.
The second member of the Equation (3.16) is computed using the KSD.
Once the average moment arm E between the erector spine muscles and the
lumbosacral disc L5/S1, is determined (approximately 5 cm), it is possible
to compute the muscular effort fm from the Equation 3.17.
For the compression fc and shear fs forces it is enough to project the
relevant forces along the directions perpendicular and parallel to the sacral
cutting plane. Than, the shear and compression forces can be calculated
through the static equilibrium equations
pbw cosα+ pl cosα+ fm + fc = 0 (3.18)
pbw sinα+ pl sinα− fs = 0 (3.19)
With reference to the load-lifting task showed in Figure 3.7(a) the efforts fm,
fc and fs, have been computed using the HuPOSE model ( Figure 3.7(b))
and, then, compared with the results of the low-back biomechanical model
proposed in [1].
fm fc fs
(N) (N) (N)
Literature: −3154 −3612 −656
Simulation: −3220 −3560 −660
Table 3.2: Lifting analysis: simulation results compared to the literature
data [1]
The results proposed in the published literature are referred to a single
posture of the human figure identified by torso (T) and knee (K) angles
showed in Figures 3.6(a) and 3.6(b) and reported in Table 3.1: As showed in
Table 3.2, HuPOSE algorithm produces results that are in good agreement
with the published literature data, at least for the posture considered.
Chapter 4
HuPOSE model
implementation
HuPOSE algorithm has been validated with the simulation of typical human
activities. The results have shown that it considerably speed-up the postur-
ing of human figures. Indeed, the posture control enables the operator to
focus on the task planning only for the relevant control points. The algo-
rithm generates autonomously the whole body posture, taking into account
primary tasks, such as, for instance, the position of the CoP1.
Moreover, it is possible to include multiple objective functions in the
algorithm in order to further optimize the posture of the human figure (e.g.
joint maximum strength, displacement from a neutral position). Since the
weighted pseudo-inverse technique has been used, it is also possible to “tune”
the kinematic behaviour of the humanoid by hand, changing the coefficients
of the weighting matrix accordingly.
4.1 Simulations in Virtual Reality
In this section several VR simulations are presented. First of all, on the basis
of the typical hierarchical approach exposed in Section 3.1.1, a geometric
model of a human figure has been built up, resulting in a VRML model
used for the simulations (Figure 4.1).
After that, the HuPOSE model has been implemented with MathWorks
MATLAB – Simulink
TM
software. Since a weighted pseudo-inverse has been
1The CoP is forced within the support polygon.
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Figure 4.1: VRML model of the human figure.
adopted to compute the inverse kinematics, a proper choice of weights and of
some optimization criteria have granted quite natural and fluid movements
for the digital humanoid, in spite of both the limited number of control
points and the high degree of redundancy of its kinematic structure. As
a result, despite the simplicity of planning the movements of the digital
humanoid, it is possible to simulate quite complex tasks, by planning the
trajectory only for the task-related control points. The virtual humanoid
can walk or even climb a ladder, as will be shown in the following sections.
4.1.1 Standing-up from a sitting position.
In Figure 4.2 different screen shot of a standing-up simulation are showed.
This task has been achieved just by imposing a null velocity to the feet of
the digital humanoid and by giving a velocity reference to its pelvis. As a
further constraint, the balance control is active, forcing the CoP within the
support plane (Section 3.1.4). As showed, the digital humanoid performs
the assigned movement always keeping itself in balance. Furthermore, the
constraint on the CoP’s position results in quite natural movements.
In a similar way, it is possible to simulate the sitting down from a stand-
ing position.
4.1.2 Collision avoidance
The approach proposed can be used to take into account also possible ob-
stacles in the humanoid workspace.
Figure 4.3 shows again a standing up simulation, but this time there is
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Figure 4.2: Standing up from a sitting position.
Figure 4.3: Standing up from sitting position near a table.
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a table. This task has been achieved by assigning to the relevant control
points velocity references coming from repulsive potential fields [91], while
the planning has been done similarly to the previous case (Section 4.1.1).
4.1.3 Reaching an object on a table.
Figure 4.4 shows the humanoid reaching an object on a table. Similarly to
the previous simulations, this task has been achieved by giving, again, a null
velocity reference to feet of the digital humanoid and a reference motion to
its hand. The whole body motion is generated autonomously by HuPOSE
algorithm. It is worth to highlight the simplicity of the task planning, which
is required only for the relevant control points, in this case just one hand,
with no need to concern about the posture generation, as it is managed by
the inversion HuPOSE algorithm itself.
Figure 4.4: Reaching an object on a table.
4.1.4 Reaching an object on the ground.
In order to emphasize the HuPOSE algorithm’s capability of generating
whole-body motion, even specifying the reference motion only for one con-
trol point in Figure 4.5 is shown a task of reaching an object located on
the ground. It is worth to highlight that the humanoid takes very natural
postures, even though no dynamic model has been implemented.
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Figure 4.5: Reaching an object on the ground
4.1.5 Load-lifting tasks
In this section the results of the simulation of quite complex tasks are re-
ported. The CLIK algorithm has always taken into account the constraints
about the CoP’s position, as mentioned above. The results obtained are
quite interesting in both digital human simulation and robotics field, mainly
because of the ease of the motion generation. Figure 4.6 shows the simula-
tion of load-lifting task. Even in this simulation, the task planning involve
only the task-related control points, imposing a null reference to the feet of
the humanoid and a reference motion to its hands. The algorithm is also
capable of taking into account the variation of the CoM of the mechani-
cal system due to the load lifted and change the posture of the humanoid
accordingly2. This issue is even more evident in the simulation shoved in
Figure 4.7.
Figure 4.7 shows the humanoid lifting a load and releasing it on a table.
This simulation has been planned similarly as the previous one. The sim-
ulation proposed highlights the ease of the task planning, focusing on the
relevant control points, as well as the power of the HuPOSE algorithm in
autonomously generating the whole-body posture.
2In such a way that the CoP of the whole system still belongs to the support polygon
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Figure 4.6: The humanoid lifts a load.
Figure 4.7: The humanoid lifts a load and releases it on a table.
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Figure 4.8: The humanoid walking.
4.1.6 Bipedal locomotion
In this section the simulation of walking for a human figure is presented
(Figure 4.8). Again, in spite of the complexity of the task, the motion
planning is very simple. This task has been achieved by imposing a motion
reference to the feet of the humanoid, while the CoP is forced to belong to
the support polygon. The support polygon periodically changes during the
walk, thus the motion reference for the CoP will change accordingly. Even
for this simulation the resulting motion is quite natural.
Even simulating a humanoid climbing a ladder (Figure 4.9) is quite sim-
ple. It can be planned similarly to the previous task and the resulting motion
is still quite natural.
4.1.7 Different kinematic behaviours
The HuPOSE model is also capable of generating different kinematic be-
haviours in reference to the same planned task. Figure 4.10 shows the hu-
manoid taking different postures in reference to a load-lifting task.
Since a weighted pseudo-inverse has been adopted to compute the in-
verse kinematics, different postures can be generated by means of a proper
choice of weights and of some optimization criteria. Anyway it is possible to
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Figure 4.9: The humanoid climbing a ladder.
Figure 4.10: Different kinematic behaviours.
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implement further constraint (e.g. joint maximum strength, displacement
from a neutral position).
4.2 Motion capture
Although most of the DHM software currently available are suitable for
MOCAP applications, they require the tracking of many markers in to an-
imate their digital human models. Morever, optical MOCAP systems gen-
erally require the operator to wear a specific suit for the tracking. Since
these commercial software are closed source, it is not possible to know the
algorithms implemented, nor to modify them. Consequently, the operators
are bound to the use specifications provided by the software manufacturers.
On the other hand, the HuPOSE algorithm is capable of generating
human-like postures for human figures, controlling their whole-body mo-
tion by means of a limited number of task-related control points (even one).
Thus, it is also suitable for MOCAP applications by means of a limited num-
ber of markers. From this point of view the HuPOSE algorithm represents
quite an innovation in this field. As it will be discussed in the Section 4.3,
the motion generation of HuPOSE digital humanoid occurs oﬄine because,
currently, the HuPOSE algorithm is implemented in Matlab–Simulink
TM
.
It is worth emphasize that the aim of the presented work is not to provide
a standalone DHM application. Indeed, several simulation software provid-
ing digital human models much more complex then HuPOSE are already
available. The intent is, instead, to simplify the MOCAP process for the
commercial DHM software available.
Considering that HuPOSE model does not require a minimum number
of markers to be tracked, together with the limitation of the available DHM
application, the idea arose of using the HuPOSE model as a filter (Fig-
ure 4.11), placed between the tracking system and the commercial digital
humans application to be animated. Namely, the trajectory of the relevant
markers tracked by the MOCAP system are used as input for HuPOSE
model, relying on it for the posture generation. Later, the relevant refer-
ence motion required by a specific digital human model to be animated are
generated by the HuPOSE algorithm itself.
In this way the HuPOSE algorithm computes the kinematic inversion,
taking as input the control points’ position tracked by the MOCAP system
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Figure 4.11: HuPOSE used as filter between MOCAP system and DHM
application.
and provides to a DHM application all the further motion reference needed to
animate its digital humans. This allows also to achieve whole-body posturing
for commercials digital humans. Moreover, since HuPOSE algorithm is able
to generate the correct posture for a human figures in reference to a certain
task, it is also possible to generate correct posture for a proprietary digital
human model.
Briefly, it is than possible to achieve a whole-body posture generation
also for proprietary DHM applications, such as Jack
TM
, by means of a limited
numbers of task-related control points, relying on HuPOSE filter, which
allows to completely bypass the proprietary kinematic algorithms.
4.3 Computer-assisted training
In this section is presented a procedure to conduct a computer-assisted train-
ing session. The aim is to provide a simulation environment, in which an
operator can be trained to perform a planned task, taking the correct pos-
ture. The basic idea is to track only the control points which are strictly
relevant to the task to be accomplished by means of markers worn by the
operator during the execution of the task (e.g. in reference to the load-lifting
task showed in Figure 4.6 the MOCAP system tracks only the operator’s
hands). The HuPOSE model determines autonomously the correct posture
to be taken by the operator, taking into account several criteria (e.g. joint
maximum strength, joint range of motion, low-back analysis). Finally, the
determined posture will be provided to the operator as feedback.
It is worth noticing that, although most of the modern DHM software
tools are able to perform assessments such as, for instance, low-back biome-
chanical analysis, to the best of author’s knowledge, none of them is suitable
for such an application. From this point of view, this idea represent quite a
new approach to the ergonomic evaluation of the manual load handling.
A virtual training session has been conducted at IDEAinVR Lab of Uni-
versity of Naples Federico II, in reference to a load-lifting task. The MOCAP
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Figure 4.12: Motion capture setup at IDEAinVR Lab
laboratory set-up consists of six infrared (IR) OptiTrack
TM
cameras V100:R2
with a frame rate of up to 100 frames per second (FPS) positioned as showed
in Figure 4.12 and controlled by the software ARENA
TM
. The MOCAP
system tracks the markers and provide the motion reference to HuPOSE
humanoid in order to generate the correct posture. Later, the HuPOSE
algorithm generates the further motion reference required to animate the
digital human Jack
TM
(see Section 4.2).
The IR cameras track the markers within the capture volume. Namely,
at each frame the camera system acquire a point cloud from within the
capture volume and provide it to the ARENA
TM
software, which is capable
of “recognising” the markers among the various frames in order to recon-
struct their path, as well as their trajectory. Generally this procedure occurs
on-line in order to track the markers in real time. Since the HuPOSE algo-
rithm is implemented in Matlab–Simulink
TM
, the posture generation occurs
oﬄine. Thus the generation of the motion reference for the markers runs
off-line as well. Namely, while the IR cameras system track the markers,
ARENA
TM
determines, and stores, their trajectory. Once the tracking is
done, ARENA
TM
generates a file containing the motion reference to be used
in the HuPOSE model.
An operator, wearing two passive markers3 at his wrists performs the
load-lifting task intentionally taking an incorrect posture (Figure 4.15(a)).
Once the camera system has tracked and recorded the position of the
3A passive marker is coated with a retro reflective material to reflect IR signals gener-
ated near the cameras lens. Active markers instead, rather than reflecting light back that
is generated externally, are themselves powered to emit their own light.
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markers, a C3D4 [92] file is generated, containing their motion reference,
by the software ARENA
TM
. Than, the positions of the tracked markers are
extracted from the C3D file in Matlab–Simulink
TM
using the BTK [93] and
used off-line as motion reference for the HuPOSE humanoid model, which
generates the correct posture in reference to the planned task. Finally, the
HuPOSE filter generates the further motion reference required to animate
Jack
TM
’s digital human (Figure 4.13).
Figure 4.13: Block diagram of the computer-assisted training procedure.
A schematic representation of the conducted computer-assisted training
session is represented in Figure 4.14.
C3D
MATLAB-Simulink
Biomechanical ToolKit
OptiTrack MOCAP system
TM
C3D
HuPOSE Jack
TM
Figure 4.14: The MOCAP system tracks the markers position and gener-
ates a C3D file for the BTK, HuPOSE filter then generates the motion ref-
erence for Jack
TM
virtual human on the basis of the markers position tracked
by the MOCAP system.
Figure 4.15 shows screen shots of the computer-assisted training session
conducted. The operator wearing two markers at his wrists performs the
load-lifting task taking incorrect posture Figure 4.15(a). Using the motion
4C3D standard exchange file format has been chosen because of its portability. In
fact it can be imported, as well as generated, by most of the modern MOCAP software.
Furthermore, it can be easily manipulated in Matlab–Simulink
TM
by means of several
available toolbox.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.15: Operator lifting a load takes incorrect posture intentionally
(a), HuPOSE humanoid takes the correct posture using the motion reference
provided by the operator (b), Jack
TM
takes the correct postures using the
motion reference generated by HuPOSE filter.
reference acquired by the MOCAP system the HuPOSE model generates
the correct posture in reference to the task performed by the operator Fig-
ure 4.15(b). Finally, HuPOSE model provide all the further motion reference
needed to achieve the motion Jack
TM
human model (Figure 4.15(c)).
In conclusion, using the proposed approach,it is possible to animate a
commercial digital human model, such as Jack
TM
, by means of two markers
using a MOCAP system. The animation relies on HuPOSE model, which
in this case acts as a filter, allowing to bypass the proprietary kinematic
algorithms underlying the commercial DHM application. This is a quite new
approach to this fields. However, it is still possible to perform all the analyses
that the commercial DHM software provide, e.g. ergonomic evaluation of
postures using NIOSH or RULA indexes. For instance, it would be possible
to conduct an ergonomic evaluation of the posture determined by HuPOSE
using a DHM application, such as Jack
TM
.
In such a way it is possible to take advantage of the HuPOSE model ca-
pability for the posture generation without the need of develop a standalone
application. Furthermore, it is possible to validate the postures that Hu-
POSE generates using a software tool, such as Jack
TM
, which is considered
a de facto standard in the field of product and process design.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and future work
In this chapter a brief overview of the methods presented in this thesis and
the achieved results will be discussed. Proposals for future research will be
discussed as well
5.1 Main results
The main contribution of the developed HuPOSE model, is in the compu-
tation of an Augmented Jacobian matrix to specify trajectories for different
control points, including the control of the CoM of the kinematic structure.
The IK problem has been solved using a single CLIK algorithm. The mo-
tion reference imposed to the control points, including the CoM, have all the
same priority and will be all treated as a primary task, unlike other solution
methods do, such as null-space based approach.
The definition of the CoM’s position as a primary task, has granted
quite natural movements to the human figure, acting as a whole-body pos-
ture kinematic control, in spite of the limited number of considered control
points. Moreover, these control points can move on specified sections of the
humanoid, giving the possibility of controlling nominally every point on the
kinematic structure. Motion reference coming from repulsive potential field
can be imposed to the control points in order to achieve obstacle avoidance.
The proposed approach cleverly solve also the conflicting task in which
the human figure may occur while performing a planned task. In fact each
element of the joint velocity vector appears just once in the kinematic equa-
tion, thus the inversion algorithm provides only one solution that is consis-
tent with all the physical constraints.
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Finally, although the described model is advanced in terms of quality of
analysis, it is also computationally efficient. Specifically, a symbolic repre-
sentation for the kinematics of the digital humanoid has been derived. In
this way, it is possible to change in real-time several characteristic parame-
ters of the chain, such as the applied loads, without further computational
overload.
Moreover, the symbolic implementation leads to a very fast response of
HuPOSE algorithm with respect to complex simulations in the humanoid
configuration space. Moreover, the HuPOSE model lends itself to a very
different set of applications. For example, it makes it possible to achieve
whole body motion, and than to observe the resulting joint motions, simply
by planning the trajectory of a limited number of control points.
HuPOSE can be used for animation of digital humans in the field of
ergonomics and process analysis. In fact, despite the complexity and cost
of already existing software tools dedicated to this type of analysis, gen-
erally their simulation algorithms are still tied to “key-frame1” animation
techniques.
Since HuPOSE is capable of performing whole-body motion for human
figures by means of a limited number of task-related control points, it is
also suitable for MOCAP application using a limited number of markers.
Indeed, HuPOSE has been used together with a MOCAP system in order
to conduct a computer-assisted training session in reference to a load-lifting
task. The MOCAP system tracks only the task-related control points while
the HuPOSE algorithm generates the whole body motion. Namely, an op-
erator, wearing two markers on his wrists, performs the load-lifting task
intentionally taking an incorrect posture. The OptiTrack
TM
MOCAP system
tracks the markers’ position and provide it as motion reference to HuPOSE
digital humanoid. Since the HuPOSE model is implemented in Matlab–
Simulink
TM
the motion generation occurs off-line. The MOCAP software
ARENA
TM
generates a C3D file containing the motion reference. Finally,
HuPOSE humanoid generates the correct posture to be taken by the oper-
ator. The correct posture is than showed on a display, so that it is provided
as visual feedback to the operator.
1Generally DHM software, e.g. Jack
TM
and Human Builder
TM
, implement a procedural
animation module Even though it allows to plan complex simulations, e.g. walking along
paths, it is not sufficient to simulate more complex tasks such as manipulating objects in
presence of obstacles
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The aim of HuPOSE is not to provide a standalone digital human sim-
ulation environment. Indeed, such applications are already available on the
market (e.g. Tecnomatix
TM
Jack
TM
, RAMSIS
TM
, Human Builder
TM
) which
provide more complex digital human models than HuPOSE . Moreover,
these software are so widely used in the companies as to be currently con-
sidered a de facto standard in the filed of the product/process design. Yet,
the animation process of their digital humanoids is very time demanding,
as it still relies on key frame techniques. The so called process simulation
may require hours, or even days, of work to be achieved. Since these are
closed source software it is not possible to know the kinematic algorithm
implemented, nor to modify them. Hence the operator is bound to the
use specification provided by the software manufacturers. Moreover, each
proprietary MOCAP software implements its own digital humanoid which
require a specific suit, equipped wit tens of markers, to be animated. Hu-
POSE , instead, enables to generate whole body motion for human figure
tracking only the relevant control points. Once the motion for the HuPOSE
human figure is generated, it can provide, as output, the motion of nomi-
nally every point of its kinematic structure. Thus, the idea arose of using
HuPOSE in order to achieve the whole body motion for the proprietary
digital human tools. Namely, the whole body motion for HuPOSE human
figure is generated tracking only the task related control points. Than Hu-
POSE provide the motion reference to all the further points required by the
proprietary digital human application to be animated.
In conclusion, HuPOSE has been used as a filter between the MOCAP
system and DHM application, allowing to generate a whole-body posture for
a proprietary digital human model, with the remarkable result of completely
bypassing the proprietary kinematic algorithm. The proposed approach has
been validated using Tecnomatix
TM
Jack
TM
human model.
A biomechanical simulation has been conducted using the cantilever low-
back biomechanical model proposed by Chaffin [1]. The analysis considers
the human figure as a linkage and determines the efforts acting on the lum-
bosacral disc L5/S1, by means of static equilibrium equations, for a single
posture of the human figure. The same analysis has been conducted using
HuPOSE 2. The consistency of biomechanical simulation results provided
2In order to conduct the biomechanical analysis, the anthropometry of the HuPOSE
humanoid has been adapted to that assumed in literature [1]
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by HuPOSE with literature data raises the interest in a deeper investigation
about the biomechanical parameters related to the computation of the ef-
forts in a human being from a static analysis. In this scenario the HuPOSE
algorithm gives a very powerful and easy to use tool even for biomechanical
and ergonomic analyses.
Moreover, since HuPOSE is capable of performing animation of a human
figures, it also allows to plot the efforts on the lumbosacral disc L5/S1 due
to a load lifting for the whole duration of the task.
Moreover, further objective function can be developed in order to opti-
mize the posture prediction for the digital humanoid.
5.2 Proposal for the future
Currently the HuPOSE algorithm is implemented in MATLAB–Simulink
TM
,
this is the reason the motion generation occurs off-line. In the near future the
model can be implemented in a different environment in order to achieve real
time motion generation. An immediate feasible step further could certainly
be the development of a desktop-oriented application also using a pointing
device such as a mouse to control the digital humanoid. The possibility
of achieving whole body motion even moving a single point of the digital
humanoid will considerably speed up the animation process. Even such a
“simple” step further will be a considerable innovation. In fact, as widely
exposed, current digital human simulation tools still rely on key-frame tech-
niques, making the process simulation considerably time demanding.
Once a real time application is developed HuPOSE could also be inter-
faced with a tracking system to generate the real time animation, similarly
to the training session presented in Section 4.3. Even though the MOCAP
application by means of a limited number markers is quite an innovation it
is not still appealing for the companies. In fact using a MOCAP system in
order to perform digital human animations presents several disadvantages.
Firstly, they are generally expansive compared to desktop solutions. Since
a MOCAP system requires to be calibrated before it is used, it need to be
installed in a dedicated lab. Moreover, skilled operator are required to use
such a system. All this aspects result in costs companies are unwilling to
sustain, even though this kind of simulation are strongly required.
A further disadvantage is certainly related to the fact that, in order to
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achieve the animation by means of a MOCAP system, the operator is re-
quired to “actually” perform the task within the capture volume. Namely,
the operator is required to imitate the movements that a real operator per-
forms during the execution of the task. For example, in reference the load-
lifting task, the operator has to move within the capture volume in accor-
dance with the movements that a real operator will do (e.g. walking, lifting,
standing-up and so forth). Such a procedure may results tiring.
The possibility to conduct the animation of digital humans on a desktop
environment, using low cost tracking devices such as, for instance, Microsoft
Kinect
TM
, resulted particularly appealing, for the companies. Such a pro-
cedure will define smarter ways to capture and analyse human movements
in manufacturing procedures. Indeed, recently SIEMENS has developed a
plug-in for Tecnomatix
TM
Jack
TM
digital human model, capable of capture hu-
man motion using Microsoft KINECT
TM
. This application simplify motion
capture for ergonomics analysis. Yet, it still requires the operator to imi-
tate the movements to be performed by the digital human. Thus, in order
to perform the task simulation, the operator has to move as if he/she was
actually performing the task. This results in a repetitive, as well as tiring,
activity, similarly to conducting the process simulation using a MOCAP sys-
tem. This is due to the kinematic model underlying Jack
TM
digital human,
which does not implement a whole-body motion control.
Since HuPOSE is capable of generating autonomously the whole body
posture of human figure by means of a limited number of control points,
a smarter solution would be to provide the reference motion to the task-
related control points using a low cost device such as Microsoft KINECT
TM
,
tracking, for instance, the operator’s hand. Such a procedure would enable
the operator to animate the digital humanoid from his/her desk moving only
the hands, with no need to “actually” perform the task.
In order to train the companies’ personnel, a well-established procedure
is to provide training videos. This method is particularly used in manu-
facturing companies in order to train their personnel to properly perform
assembly/disassembly procedure on complex systems. These videos basi-
cally provide animations showing a step-by-step procedures to be followed
in order to properly perform the task. Such animations are realized start-
ing from a digital mock-up of the assembly. Since the execution of as-
sembly/disassembly procedures involve human operators, it would be very
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useful, in order to achieve a higher level of training, to create training videos
showing the digital humanoids performing the assembly/disassembly task in
order to provide, for instance, the correct posture to be taken by the op-
erators. The amount of time required to achieve the animation of digital
humans, using the customary key-frame techniques, is the main obstacle to
the creation of such videos. Moreover, even though such animations are per-
formed, the quality of the final results strongly depends on the operator’s
skills as no posture control is implemented. Thus, possible incorrect posture
generate accidentally by the operator will be recorded and than showed to
the trainee, resulting in incorrect training procedure. A MOCAP systems,
would certainly allow to speed up the animation process, but it requires
the operator “actually” to perform the task. Namely, the operator must
imitate the movement to be executed during the real task. Yet, even in
this case, no control of posture is implemented. Namely, as the operator
moves in the capture volume, in order to simulate the task execution, the
digital humanoid implemented in the MOCAP software will “simply” re-
produce the movements of the operator. So that, if the the operator takes
incorrect postures they will be recorded, and than showed to the trainee,
resulting in incorrect training procedure. HuPOSE cleverly solve this issue.
Indeed, since it is capable of generating whole-body posture it requires to
track only the relevant control points. It will generate the correct posture
for the human figure independently of the posture assumed by the operator
in the capture volume. From this point of view, HuPOSE acquire the mo-
tion reference filtering the operator’s movements. Moreover, since HuPOSE
is able to perform biomechanical analyses, it is also possible to determine if
an assigned assembly/disassembly task, given the weight of the components
to be manipulated, requires more than one operator in order to be executed
correctly .
Since HuPOSE is not implemented in VR, the computer-assisted training
session proposed in Section 4.3 requires a physical object, and in general
a physical mockup, to be conducted. A further development will be to
implement HuPOSE in a VR environment, in such a way that the trainee will
be able to perform a planned task on a digital mockup, using, for instance,
a VR headset (virtual training) while HuPOSE will provide to the trainee,
in real time, the correct posture to be taken.
A possible virtual training scenario can be referred to an assembly/disassembly
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task. The trainee performs the planned task on a digital mock-up while the
relevant control points are tracked, e.g. trainee’s hands. Than HuPOSE
provides to the trainee the correct posture in real time, taking into account,
for instance, the weight of the parts to be manipulated.
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